
MoM - Minutes of Meeting 
 

Date: 16.11.2020 No.: 7  Location: Zoom 
 

Attendees:  
Andor Davoti 
Aurora Kiese 

Sindre Fladvad (meeting leader) 
Thomas Stoltenberg (secretary) 

 

Meeting Notes 
 

● Everyone shared what they have been working on since last meeting: 
○ Sindre worked on making a header image for the app page, and 

researching and writing about universal design.  

○ Andor worked on making mockups for the app in Adobe XD, and 
improving the challenge and solution page 

○ Aurora worked on writing text about how the app works 
○ Thomas worked on improving the sources page and collaborated with 

Andor on the challenge and solution page. 

 
● Suggestions for the homepage: 

Use 3 columns with images that are cropped versions to the landing images 
on the 3 different pages (challenge, solution and app). Text to indicate the 

different pages with a short description and button that links to the page. 

Further important that the home page does not consist of too much text, but 
rather a simple overview linking to different parts of the site and also 

containing a FAQ at the bottom of the page.  
 

● Thoroughly researched WCAG guidelines with regards to the current 

version of the website to look for possible areas to improve: 
○ Important that the website works equally well without JS. Andor 

made sure that all elements worked well without JS. Changed 
code of the app image from JS to only CSS for the effect with 2 



images of different opacity, to show the transition of the app with 
the logo to the main page of the app.  

○ Important that the website is responsive. Improved 
responsiveness to the homepage by changing the design of the 

homepage 3 part div area, to display vertical bars.  

○ Make all content of the website available to navigate using TAB.  
○ Make sure that all elements of the website are large enough, so 

they are easy to navigate. Changed the size of the 
English/Norwegian flag on mobile, so it is larger and easier to 

navigate.  

○ Used a grayscale version of the website to research how the 
website works for colorblind people. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 


